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Interpreting ODP Viewpoint Spei�ation: Observations from aCase StudyChris Taylor, Eerke Boiten and John DerrikComputing Laboratory, University of Kent,Canterbury, CT2 7NF, UKC.N.Taylor-1,E.A.Boiten,J.Derrik�uk.a.ukAbstratOpen Distributed Proessing (ODP) is a framework for speifying open distributed systems, under devel-opment by the International Standards Organisation (ISO). It is based on the general idea of \viewpoints"| i.e. partial spei�ations of an overall system, from di�erent perspetives | but assumes �ve spei�,named viewpoints, whih are desribed informally in the ODP Referene Model (RM-ODP). This papersummarises some observations regarding an attempt to use ODP to speify a omplex air traÆ ontrolsystem. Some of the key issues that arise are disussed further in the ontext of the formal spei�a-tion of a simpler, idealised model, involving two formalised viewpoints | the Information Viewpoint (ahigh-level, abstrat spei�ation, in Z), and the Computational Viewpoint (a spei�ation of distributedomponents and objets, in Objet-Z).1 IntrodutionThe ODP (Open Distributed Proessing) framework is a general arhiteture for open distributed systems,proposed by the ISO (International Standards Organisation). The Referene Model for ODP (RM-ODP |see [10℄) identi�es �ve \viewpoints" for system spei�ation, eah providing a di�erent, partial perspetiveon the overall system:� Enterprise Viewpoint | fouses on the overall sope, purpose, and poliies of the system. Representsthe system as a \ommunity" of \ators", serving an overall objetive.� Information Viewpoint | spei�es in a fairly abstrat way the information involved in the system, andhow it is proessed, without desribing the distributed arhiteture that will be used.� Computational Viewpoint | a funtional deomposition of the system into objets that interat viaspei� interfaes.� Engineering Viewpoint| a spei�ation of the mehanisms and funtions needed to support interationbetween the distributed objets of the system.� Tehnology Viewpoint | onerned with the onrete tehnologial infrastruture of a system, in termsof the partiular hardware and software omponents involved, and how they are interonneted andinter-related.Sine it is intended to provide an arhiteture for open systems, the RM-ODP does not presribe partiularspei�ation formalisms, software, or hardware. The viewpoints are informally de�ned in natural language,and so are inevitably somewhat open to di�ering interpretations, although there have been attempts toprovide formal or semi-formal models of some aspets of the viewpoints [2, 3, 14℄. (For a disussion of theidea of viewpoints in general, see [9℄.)There have been some attempts at large-sale appliations of ODP, of whih the European air traÆ on-trol organisation Euroontrol's ECHO study [8℄ | a spei�ation of a partiular air traÆ ontrol system2



| is an interesting example. Consideration of the ECHO study is a useful exerise, in that it raises somegeneral issues regarding ODP and the interpretation of its Referene Model, whih we disuss in an informalsetting. These inlude, for example: (1) what the sope and nature of the Information Viewpoint should be(in the ECHO study, it de�nes datatypes subsequently used as lass attribute types in the ComputationalViewpoint, but does not enompass de�nitions of system state or system operations); (2) how a hierarhi-al division into subsystems an be integrated with a division aording to viewpoints (the ECHO studyuses the Enterprise Viewpoint to express some hierarhial struturing, equating subsystems with multiple"subommunities"); (3) how struture in terms of instanes of distributed objets should be spei�ed inthe Computational Viewpoint (in the ECHO study, Computational lasses are de�ned, along with someonstraints involving methods and ardinality links between lasses, but struture in terms of instanes isless expliit); and (4) what kinds of relationships should there be between the viewpoints (for example, theECHO study uses Enterprise ator types as a proper subset of the Computational lass types).The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Setion 2 desribes how ODP is used and interpretedin the ECHO study. In the light of some of the issues raised in setion 2, setion 3 presents a muhsimpli�ed, idealised model of an air traÆ ontrol system, in whih the formal spei�ation languages Z[12℄ and Objet-Z [11℄ are used to represent the Information and Computational Viewpoints respetively.The Enterprise Viewpoint is expressed informally, and used to onstrain the struture of the ComputationalViewpoint. Setion 4 disusses the roles of the viewpoint orrespondenes, both in the ECHO study, and inour simpli�ed formal model. Finally, setion 5 onludes the paper with a summary of the main points.2 ODP in the ECHO StudyThe ECHO study provides spei�ations from three viewpoints | the Enterprise, Computational, andInformation Viewpoints. This setion looks at how these three are used to struture the overall spei�ation,and omments on them individually.2.1 Enterprise ViewpointIn the ECHO study, subsystems of the overall system are identi�ed with \ommunities" in the terminologyof the Enterprise Viewpoint | that is to say, with groups of ators serving a partiular overall objetive.The three top-level ommunities identi�ed, and their objetives, are as follows:� Regulation. Objetive: To provide the rules and a struture of airspae in whih operations an bearried out e�etively and safely, and to ensure that operations work within this framework.� Support. Objetive: To supply servies neessary for the operations ommunity to operate.� Operations. Objetive: To provide the appropriate level of Air TraÆ Servie to airspae users.The latter two are further broken down into subsystems or subommunities. Detailed spei�ations are givenfor the Regulation, Control, Navigation, Surveillane, and Control ommunities. The Regulation system isspei�ed from the Enterprise Viewpoint, and the Control system from the Information and ComputationalViewpoints. Regarding Navigation and Surveillane, there is a ombined spei�ation from the InformationViewpoint, and a spei�ation for the Surveillane system alone from the Enterprise and ComputationalViewpoints. Figure 1 summarises the struture of the overall system spei�ation in terms of viewpoints andnamed subsystems. Names in italis indiate parts of the system for whih spei�ations are given in somedetail.Where subsystems are analysed in detail from the Enterprise Viewpoint, this is done by means of informalbox and arrow diagrams in whih the boxes represent either lasses of ator, or other subsystems, and thearrows represent responsibilities for providing data of various kinds, in the diretions indiated by the arrows.(For example, two arrows from the \Radar" lass to the \SDPS" (Surveillane Data Proessing System) lassindiate that one or more members of the former lass provide 2D and 3D positions to eah member of thelatter lass.) There is also some supporting text. In the spei�ation of the Surveillane subsystem, the�ve Enterprise \ator" type names form a proper subset of the Computational lass names used in theComputational Viewpoint. 3



Figure 1: Struture of the ECHO spei�ationENT. VPT. INFO. VPT. COMP. VPT.1 Regulation2 Support2.1 Comms2.2 Navigation Nav. & Surv.2.3 Surveillane Surv.2.4 UTC timer2.5 Weather foreasting2.6 Personnel2.7 Environ. data2.8 Equip. provider2.9 Aeronautial info.3 Operations3.1 Airspae management3.2 Air alerting3.3 Flight information3.4 Control Control Control
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2.2 Information ViewpointThe two detailed Information Viewpoint spei�ations (jointly for the Navigation and Surveillane subsys-tems, and for the Control subsystem) onsist of UML-style diagrams, and some informal text. Various typesof entity are named, and in some ases attributes are listed. No operations are spei�ed for the Informa-tion Viewpoint, whih seems to have been interpreted as a viewpoint for speifying datatypes used by thesystem, at a fairly high level of abstration. From this perspetive, the ombination of the Navigation andSurveillane systems into one Information Viewpoint spei�ation indiates a large overlap in the kinds ofdata that the two systems use, but does not imply that they are being regarded as a single subsystem.2.3 Computational ViewpointThe Computational Viewpoint spei�ations (for the Surveillane and Control subsystems) are expressedusing informal text and diagrams. Classes of objet are presented, with attributes and methods being listedby name. Attributes are assumed to ome with impliit \get" and \put" (i.e. set) methods. Attributetypes are not given expliitly, but an in many ases be inferred fairly obviously from attribute names whihresemble the names of types identi�ed in the Information Viewpoint. Many of the Computational Viewpointlassnames appear to orrespond to types of entity whose instanes would be fairly substantial distributedappliations at the implementation level | e.g. databases of various kinds. For some methods, inputs andoutputs are given, together with an informal \O�ers" statement whih desribes the funtion of the methodonerned, and a \Uses" list, stating the names of other methods (of the same lass or of others) \used" bythe method onerned.The overall struture of eah subsystem, in terms of objet instanes of the Computational lasses, is notstated expliitly. For example, as regards the Control subsystem, there is no expliit spei�ation of howmany objets of eah lass are involved, or of when or how suh objets are reated or destroyed. There areno \main" lasses for the various subsystems, and the nature of the boundary between the Control Systemand other subsystems is also not entirely lear | for example, it is not spei�ed whether some Computationalobjet instanes are shared between funtional subsystems. This is a signi�ant issue, beause it a�ets howthe external interfaes of subsystems are de�ned, whih in turn may a�et how the Computational Viewpointspei�ation an be related to other viewpoints.Box and link diagrams are provided, in whih the boxes represent lasses, and the links provide ardinalityonstraints between the lasses, and in some ases a diretion arrow, indiating that methods of one lass aton objets of the other lass pointed to, but not vie versa. For example, in the Computational Viewpointspei�ation of the Surveillane ommunity, there is a one-to-one link from the SDPS (Surveillane DataProessing System) lass to the FDPD (Flight Data Proessing and Distribution) lass. Both of theselasses, and also the Airraft and ATSU (Air TraÆ Servie Unit) lasses, also our in the ComputationalViewpoint spei�ation of another subsystem| the Control ommunity. However, some of the links involvingthese lasses are di�erent in the two detailed subsystem spei�ations | e.g. in the Control ommunityspei�ation, no link is shown between the SDPS and ATSU lasses. It is not lear whether the Control andSurveillane subsystems atually share some instanes | i.e. individual objets | of the Computationallasses that they have any ommon, or whether the sets of instanes involved in the two subsystems areentirely disjoint. Again, this issue a�ets the way that interfaes an be de�ned between subsystems, whihmay also a�et the way that orrespondenes an be drawn between the Computational Viewpoint and otherviewpoints.Methods whose names ontain the pre�x \spontaneous" are listed for some lasses in the ComputationalViewpoint. Suh a method is said to be \a trigger whih may be based on time or some other unspei�edevent (this is often the start point of a method thread)." Some suh \spontaneous" methods ould possibly beinterpreted as \internal" operations, i.e. those whih do not involve interation with an external environment.\Use ase senarios" in the OID (Objet Interation Diagram) notation illustrate some behaviour assoiatedwith individual objets, although there are some disrepanies in terms of signature between these senariosand the Computational Viewpoint, whih arose beause the senarios were produed independently.2.4 Observations and Issues Arising from the ECHO StudyConsideration of the ECHO study suggests the following inter-related points:5



� Subsystems versus viewpoints. When viewpoint methods suh as ODP are applied to very large andomplex systems, there is a tendeny to desribe the system in terms of omponents or subsystems aswell as in terms of viewpoints.� Subsystems in the ECHO study. In the ECHO ase, there is at least some orrelation between majorsubsystems and the Enterprise Viewpoint desription, insofar as several Enterprise \ommunities" areidenti�ed whih seem to orrespond to separate subsystems.� Subsystem interation. In an ODP spei�ation, how should the interations and interfaes betweenmajor subsystems be desribed, and how should this relate to the viewpoints? The ComputationalViewpoint would seem the most appropriate one for dealing with this, but in the ECHO study, thereis little orrespondene between the lasses listed for the Computational Viewpoint, and the majorsubsystems or \subommunities" identi�ed in the Enterprise Viewpoint. Even though some of theComputational Viewpoint lasses appear to represent fairly substantial distributed appliations, suhas databases, they appear to be subsystems at a lower level than those identi�ed as \ommunities" inthe Enterprise Viewpoint.� Viewpoints and subsystem hierarhy. If a system onsists of a hierarhy of subsystems, how should thehierarhial struture be desribed in a viewpoint spei�ation? For example, should eah subsystem| at any of the levels, be spei�ed from several viewpoints? Should the hierarhial struture bespei�ed within one or more of the viewpoints | and if so, whih ones?� Spei�ation layout and struture. How should an ODP spei�ation | or indeed a viewpoint spei�-ation in general | be strutured and organized?� Objet instanes versus lasses. In the ECHO study's detailed Computational Viewpoint spei�ations(of whih there are two, for two spei� subsystems), lasses of distributed objets are de�ned, butthe struture of eah subsystem in terms of instanes of those lasses is not stated expliitly (althoughthere are some ardinality onstraints between lasses, in informal diagrams), and there is no lassorresponding to the whole subsystem. Suh information, onerning how instanes of ComputationalViewpoint objet lasses are omposed into an overall system or subsystem, would be a useful additionto the Computational Viewpoint.3 A Partially Formalised ODP Spei�ationThis setion disusses a simple model of an ATC system, whih addresses some of the issues arising fromthe ECHO study, using the formal languages Z [12℄ and Objet-Z [11℄ to speify the Information andComputational Viewpoints, respetively. A realisti model of an ATC system would, of ourse, be farmore omplex than this one | the aim here is to use an idealised model to explore some of the general issuesinvolved, not to provide an aurate model of an air traÆ ontrol system.The ODP Referene Model is informally stated, goes into little detail about how the viewpoints ororrespondenes between them should be represented, and is deliberately not expressed in terms of anypartiular spei�ation formalism or underlying formal model. Consequently, what is presented here is notlaimed to be a de�nitive interpretation, but is one possible way of interpreting the outline provided by theReferene Model.3.1 Enterprise ViewpointAording to the informal aount in the ODP Referene Model, the Enterprise Viewpoint should representthe system as a \ommunity" of \ators" of ertain types, eah serving a role in order to satisfy some overallsystem objetive. The struture desribed is rather \at", onsisting of a single level of ators, serving oneobjetive. It is not very lear how a hierarhial division into subsystems should be integrated with suha piture. The ECHO study provides one interpretation, by using the Enterprise Viewpoint to identify ahierarhy of named subsystems | eah of whih is then regarded as an Enterprise \ommunity" in its ownright | as well as introduing some lasses of distributed objets whih are subsequently used as a subset6



of those referred to in the Computational Viewpoint. It is not made lear, however, whether the subsystemsare viewed as overlapping, in terms of the distributed objet instanes that they involve. Another wayof interpreting the Referene Model might be to allow some overlap between the onepts of \ator" and\ommunity", i.e. to allow at least some of the \ators" in a top-level Enterprise Viewpoint spei�ationto be treated as \ommunities" themselves, whih are then analysed in more detail | from multiple ODPviewpoints if neessary | at a lower level.In our simpli�ed air traÆ ontrol spei�ation, we assume that the Enterprise Viewpoint onsists of aninformal statement of the hierarhy of subsystems involved, and of their objetives. (An alternative approah,based on a language for speifying Enterprise \poliies" (i.e. permissions, prohibitions, and obligations) |and a translation from that language into Objet-Z | is desribed in [13℄.) As just suggested, some of thesesubsystems ould be thought of as being both \ators" and \ommunities" (or alternatively, the RefereneModel should be interpreted in suh a way that it allows a ommunity to onsist of several \subommunities",as was assumed in the ECHO study). In the Computational Viewpoint, these subsystems will be identi�edwith instanes of objet lasses, and any overlap between them, in terms of ommon omponents, will bestated expliitly | but in the Enterprise Viewpoint, we merely state their funtional objetives.Like the system desribed in the ECHO study, the one desribed in this setion has \ommunities" orsubsystems at more than one level. At the top-level, the overall system has two subsystems: a \ontrol"system, whose objetive is to alloate ights and resolve onits, and a \support" system, whose objetiveis to provide and update ight data. The \ontrol" system has two lower-level subsystems | a \ightmanager", whose objetive is to make the deisions, and a \ight database", whose objetive is to keep trakof ight information. The \support" system has two lower-level omponents | a \surveillane" subsystemfor olleting data, and a \ight database" for storing the data. In the Computational Viewpoint, the ightdatabases of the \ontrol" and \support" subsystems are identi�ed as being in fat the same entity. TheEnterprise Viewpoint ould also be used | as in the ECHO study | to list types of ator other than thesubsystems themselves | e.g. \radars", \ontrollers", et. | that are subsequently used as some of thelasses in the Computational Viewpoint.3.2 Information ViewpointIn the ECHO study, the Information Viewpoint is applied separately to parts of the overall system. It mayindeed in many ases be useful to provide suh subsystem spei�ations from the Information Viewpoint,partiularly as a way of struturing the presentation of datatypes (as in the ECHO study). However, wesuggest that it would also be helpful for the Information Viewpoint to provide a high-level, fairly abstratspei�ation of the system as a whole. In addition to de�ning datatypes used as lass attribute types in theComputational Viewpoint, this should ade�ne an abstrat system state, and high-level operations (whihan give an initial indiation of the top-level operations required in the Computational Viewpoint). Thespei�ation in our simpli�ed air traÆ ontrol model, desribed in detail in this setion, is a spei�ationof this kind. It would have to be re�ned further in pratie, for example by providing de�nitions of ertainglobal prediates whih are not de�ned in detail, suh as those relating to onit. Likewise, the operationsde�ned would require further re�nement, to impose additional onstraints, and further operations mightneed to be added.Coordinates, points, and paths. Latitudes, longitudes, and airraft types are represented here ab-stratly as given types, and \ight levels" and times as natural numbers. A \4D point" is a 4-tuple onsistingof a latitude, longitude, ight level, and time. The funtion time returns the fourth element of suh a tuple,i.e. its time oordinate.[Lat ;Long ;AirraftType℄FlightLevel == NTime == NPt4D == Lat � Long � FlightLevel � Timetime : Pt4D ! Time8(lat ; long ; ; t) : Pt4D � time((lat ; long ; ; t)) = t7



A \4D path" is a spatio-temporal trajetory | represented by a �nite sequene of 4D points | that ispossible for a spei�ed type of airraft. The \start time" of a (non-empty) path is the time oordinate ofthe �rst 4D point in that path's sequene of 4D points.Path4Datype : AirraftTypepts : seqPt4Dpts possibleFor atype( possibleFor ) : seqPt4D $ AirraftTypestartTime : Path4D 7! Timedom startTime = fp : Path4D j p:pts 6= h ig8 p : Path4D � p 2 dom startTime ) startTime(p) = time(head (p:pts))Flights and Conit. The main funtions of an ATC system are to assign and monitor ights, and toresolve any onits that arise. Our idealised model assumes four broad types of onit, identi�ed in theECHO ase study:(1) Airraft{airraft (AA) onits | those involving unaeptable proximity between two airraft.(2) Deviation onits | when an airraft's atual path deviates too far from its assigned path.(3) Request onits | in whih an airraft requests an alteration to its assigned path.(4) Resoure onits | those in whih an airraft's path onits with an \environmental objet",suh as a mountain or an airspae boundary.The four onit types are formalised di�erently | (1) as a relation between ights, (2) and (3) as propertiesof ights, and (4) as a relation between ights and environment objets. Aordingly, the Flight shemahas three 4D paths for a partiular airraft type atype, representing the path atually taken so far, the pathmostly reently assigned by air traÆ ontrol, and the path most reently requested by the airraft (eitherbefore take-o�, or to make an inight alteration). In this simpli�ed model, the assigned and atual pathsare required to have the same start time.Flightatype : AirraftTypeatualPath4D ; assignedPath4D ; requestedPath4D : Path4Datype = atualPath4D :atype= assignedPath4D :atype = requestedPath4D :atypestartTime(assignedPath4D ) = startTime(atualPath4D )In a more detailed spei�ation, further invariants would need to be added to this shema, to impose furtheronstraints on the inter-relations between the three paths.The four types of onit involving ights are de�ned by assuming three relations of onit between4D paths, whih would have to be onstrained further in a fuller spei�ation. \AA onit" (airraft{airraft onit) is de�ned as involving two paths belonging to di�erent ights | either two atual paths,two assigned paths, or an assigned path and an atual path. Generi de�nitions of symmetri, reexive, andirreexive relations, for an arbitrary type X , are used in the de�nitions relating to onit.symmReln[X ℄ == fR : X $ X j 8 x ; y : X � (x ; y) 2 X ) (y ; x ) 2 X greexReln[X ℄ == fR : X $ X j 8 x : X � (x ; x ) 2 X girreexReln[X ℄ == fR : X $ X j 8 x : X � (x ; x ) 62 X g8



inAAConit ; inDevConit ; inReqConit : symmReln[Path4D ℄finDevConit ; inReqConitg � irreexReln[Path4D ℄inAAConit 2 reexReln[Path4D ℄DevConit == ff : Flight j(f :atualPath4D ; f :assignedPath4D ) 2 inDevConitgReqConit == ff : Flight j(f :assignedPath4D ; f :requestedPath4D ) 2 inReqConitgAAConit == f(f1; f2) : Flight � Flight j f1 6= f2 ^((f1:atualPath4D ; f1:assignedPath4D ) 2 inAAConit_ (f1:assignedPath4D ; f2:atualPath4D ) 2 inAAConit_ (f1:atualPath4D ; f2:atualPath4D ) 2 inAAConit_ (f1:assignedPath4D ; f2:assignedPath4D ) 2 inAAConit)gA \resoure onit" relation is delared (but not preisely de�ned) between 4D paths and \environmentalobjets" (whih are either airspaes or physial objets, suh as mountains).[Airspae;PhysObj ℄EnvObj ::= airspaehhAirspaeiij physObj hhPhysObj iiResConit : Flight $ EnvObjSystem state shema. The abstrat system state has as its main attributes a system time, a �nite set ofenvironmental objets, a ight index, and a set of \urrent ights" (those in progress or waiting for take-o�)whih is a subset of the ights indexed. The ight index is an injetive sequene of ights (so ights areuniquely numbered). Other attributes, whose values are determined by state invariants, reord the variouskinds of onits urrently present, and the set of all urrent ights whih are involved in some kind ofonit. The initialisation shema SysINIT requires that in an initial state, the system time is 0, and theight index is the empty sequene (hene, given the state invariants, there are no urrent ights or ights inonit).SyssysTime : TimeenvObjs : F EnvObjightIndex : iseqFlighturrentFlights ; allFlightsInConit : F FlightaaConits : F(Flight � Flight)devConits ; reqConits : F FlightresConits : F(Flight � EnvObj )allFlightsInConit � urrentFlights � ranightIndexaaConits = AAConit \ (urrentFlights � urrentFlights)devConits = DevConit \ urrentFlightsreqConits = ReqConit \ urrentFlightsresConits = ResConit \ (urrentFlights � envObjs)allFlightsInConit =devConits [ reqConits [ dom aaConits [ dom resConitsSysINITSys 0sysTime 0 = 0 ^ ightIndex 0 = h i 9



Operations. The operations de�ned are: Tik , AssignFlight , TakeO� , Landing , FlightObs , andResolveConit .All of these inrement the system time, but in the ase of the Tik operation, nothing else hanges.Tik�SysightIndex 0 = ightIndex ^ urrentFlights 0 = urrentFlightsenvObjs 0 = envObjs ^ sysTime 0 = sysTime + 1The AssignFlight operation adds a new ight f ! to the set of urrent ights (those already assigned |either in progress, or awaiting take-o�) and to the index of all ights. Its outputs are the ight f !, and thestart time t ! of its assigned ightpath, whih must be di�erent to those of other urrent ights, and laterthan the urrent system time. (In this simplisti model,, we assume that we are dealing with the air traÆontrol system of a single airport, and that simultaneous take-o�s are ruled out on safety grounds, even ifthere is more than one runway.) The sequene of points of the atual path of the new ight must be empty(beause the ight has not taken o� yet). The new ight must not result in any new onits arising.AssignFlight�Sysf ! : Flight ; t ! : TimestartTime(f !:assignedPath4D ) = t ! ^ t ! > sysTime8 f : urrentFlights � startTime(f :assignedPath4D ) 6= t !ightIndex 0 = ightIndex a hf !iurrentFlights 0 = urrentFlights [ ff !gf !:atualPath4D :pts = h iallFlightsInConit 0 = allFlightsInConitenvObjs 0 = envObjs ^ sysTime 0 = sysTime + 1The TakeO� operation represents an airraft taking o�. Its inputs are a ight number n?, whih is oneof those in the domain of the ight index, and a ight f ?, whih is the ight indexed by that n?. The outputof the operation is a ight f !, idential to f ?, exept that its atual 4D path is now non-empty, with itssequene of points ontaining one point | the �rst 4D point in the assigned path of f ?. f ? must be a urrentight whih is not in onit. In this simpli�ed model, TakeO� is assumed to our at the sheduled take-o�time as spei�ed in the assigned path.TakeO��Sysn? : N; f ?; f ! : Flightn? 2 domightIndex ^ ightIndex (n?) = f ?f ? 2 urrentFlights ^ f ? 62 allFlightsInConitstartTime(f ?:assignedPath4D ) = sysTimeightIndex 0 = ightIndex � fn? 7! f !gf ! = hj atype == f ?:atype;assignedPath4D == f ?:assignedPath4D ;requestedPath4D == f ?:requestedPath4D ;atualPath4D ==hj atype == f ?:atype; pts == hhead f ?:assignedPath4D :ptsi ji jiurrentFlights 0 = (urrentFlights n ff ?g) [ ff !genvObjs 0 = envObjs ^ sysTime 0 = sysTime + 1The Landing operation models an airraft landing. It removes a ight from the set of urrent ights(whih, if it is in onit, impliitly removes it from the ights in onit, as well, given the invariants in thestate shema Sys). In a more re�ned spei�ation, further onstraints would be imposed on this operation.10



Landing�Sysf ? : Flightf ? 2 urrentFlights ^ urrentFlights 0 = urrentFlights n ff ?gightIndex 0 = ightIndexenvObjs 0 = envObjs ^ sysTime 0 = sysTime + 1FlightObs represents the reeipt of an observation of an airraft's position at a partiular time (in theform of a 4D point), regarding one of the urrent ights. f ? is the input ight, and f ! the modi�ed outputight, inorporating the new observation. The time oordinate of the observation must be less than or equalto the urrent system time. The onstraints spei�ed in the Flight datatype shema impliitly ensure thatthe observation here must be sensible for the ight, i.e. it must be possible for the type of airraft involved,given the atual path of 4D points so far.FlightObs�Sysn? : N; pt? : Pt4D ; f ?; f ! : Flightn? 2 domightIndex ^ ightIndex (n?) = f ?f ? 2 urrentFlights ^ time(pt?) < sysTimef ?:atualPath4D :pts 6= h i ^ time(pt?) > time(last(f ?:atualPath4D :pts))f ! = hj atype == f ?:atype;atualPath4D ==hj atype == f ?:atype; pts == f ?:atualPath4D :pts a hpt?i ji;requestedPath4D ==hj atype == f ?:atype; pts == f ?:requestedPath4D :pts jiassignedPath4D ==hj atype == f ?:atype; pts == f ?:assignedPath4D :pts ji jiightIndex 0 = ightIndex � fn? 7! f !gurrentFlights 0 = (urrentFlights n ff ?g) [ ff !genvObjs 0 = envObjs ^ sysTime 0 = sysTime + 1ResolveConit represents in a very abstrat way the resolution of a oniting set ights of ights, whihis a subset of the urrent ights in onit. The partial injetive funtions indexedFlights? and indexedFlights !represent respetively the initial indexing of those ights (a subset of the overall ight index), and the revisedindexing for the same ight numbers, after the oniting set of ights has been replaed by modi�ed ights.An invariant states that ights? is a \self-ontained" oniting set, in the sense that none of its membersare in \AA onit" (the only type of onit involving pairs of ights) with any other ights urrently inonit. Further invariants state that indexedFlights ! represents a \resolution for" indexedFlights?; that thenew index ightIndex 0 uses the revised ights as indexed by indexedFlights 0; and that no new onits havebeen introdued as a result.ResolveConit�Sysights? : F Flights ; indexedFlights?; indexedFlights ! : N1 7� FlightindexedFlights? � ightIndexdom indexedFlights? = dom indexedFlights !ights? = ran indexedFlights? ^ ights? � allFlightsInConitaaConits \ (ights?� (allFlightsInConit n ights?)) = ?indexedFlights ! resolutionFor indexedFlights? wrt envObjsightIndex 0 = ightIndex � indexedFlights !urrentFlights 0 = (urrentFlights n ights?) [ ran indexedFlights !allFlightsInConit 0 = allFlightsInConit n ights?envObjs 0 = envObjs ^ sysTime 0 = sysTime + 111



The 3-plae onit resolution used in this operation shema is delared as follows:( resolutionFor wrt ) : P((N1 7� Flight) � (N1 7� Flight) � (F EnvObj ))8 fn1; fn2 : (N1 7� Flight); objSet : F EnvObj �((fn1 resolutionFor fn2 wrt objSet)) dom fn1 = dom fn2)^ (8n : N1 � n 2 dom fn1 ) fn1(n):atype = fn2(n):atype)^ : (fn1 onitFreeWrt objSet)^ (fn2 onitFreeWrt objSet)Here, fn1 is an indexed set of ights in whih at least some onits are present, with respet to a setobjSet of environmental objets, and fn2 is a seond set of ights (with orresponding numerial indies, andorresponding airraft types for ights with the same index number) that is onit-free with respet to thesame set objSet .3.3 Computational Viewpoint Spei�ationThe Computational Viewpoint spei�ation is expressed in Objet-Z [11℄, a language whih, given its intrin-sially objet-oriented nature, is better suited than standard Z to the spei�ation of systems of distributedobjets. An Objet-Z spei�ation inludes several lass shemas , eah orresponding to an ADT, of whihone represents the type of system being modelled, e.g. in our ase study, the Main lass. Variable delara-tions suh as x : ClassName are allowed, where x denotes an unique identi�er for, or pointer to, an objet ofthe lass Classname. If Op is an operation of lass Classname, the notation x :Op represents the exeutionof Op on the objet to whih x refers. For example, in the spei�ation given shortly, the Main lass has anattribute lok of lass Clok , and the expression lok :Tik represents the exeution on that lok of its own(lower-level) Tik operation. When a higher-level operation is de�ned in this way, by promoting an operationon a omponent objet, the higher-level operation impliitly has the same input and output variables (if any)as the omponent objet operation being promoted, and the higher-level operation impliitly has an empty�-list | so that it does not hange any attributes of the higher-level objet.Eah operation has an optional �-list, showing attributes that it allows to hange | attributes not inthe �-list are not hanged by that operation (unless they are `seondary' attributes, separated from themain attributes by a � symbol, in whih ase they may hange in any way onsistent with preserving thestate invariant). Class operations and attributes an be delared as \publi", or not, at the top of eahlass | if suh delarations are not shown (as they are not in the following spei�ation), this means thatall operations and attributes are visible. Objet-Z provides several operators for ombining operations |inluding ^ (shema onjuntion), and k. The latter operator impliitly introdues invariants whih equatethe output variables of one operation with similarly named input variables of another (e.g. if Op1 has anoutput variable x ! and Op2 has an input variable x?, then the operation Op1kOp2 inludes an impliitinvariant x ! = x?).The \ommunities" identi�ed informally in the Enterprise Viewpoint are equated with partiular instanesof some of the lasses spei�ed in the Computational Viewpoint. Sine partiular instanes of Objet-Z lassesmay share omponent objets, speifying the ommunities in this way allows the di�erent ommunities tooverlap in terms of the objets involved | something that is quite likely in a system omposed of distributedobjets, in whih some individual objets may operate as part of several ensembles of objets, eah of whiholletively performs a partiular system funtion. (For example, an individual server might be shared byseveral funtional groups of system omponents.)The main fous in an initial Computational Viewpoint spei�ation should be to give a broad indiationof system struture, in terms of identi�able subsystems, and the objets of whih they are omposed. Asregards operations, the aim is to speify them in outline only, in terms of the objets that they involve,whether they involve synhronisations of lower-level operations, and so forth. Operations are thus assoiatedwith partiular distributed objets, rather than being de�ned in a purely abstrat way, as they were inthe Information Viewpoint spei�ation. Detailed onstraints on the inputs and outputs of operations, andoperation invariants, an be left to subsequent re�nement of those operations, whih might also involveadding extra inputs and outputs. Some suh re�nement may our in the ourse of uni�ation with otherviewpoints | partiularly with the Information Viewpoint.12



Main system. The overall system is viewed as an instane of the Main lass. At the top level of abstra-tion, an objet of this lass has a subsystem ontrol of type Control , for alloating ights and detetingand resolving onits, and a subsystem support of type Support , whih provides and updates the data re-quired by ontrol . The two subsystems share a database ightDbase, whih holds information about ights.(The subsript  is an abbreviated notation in Objet-Z for \objet ontainment" | for example, theattribute delaration ontrol : Control  implies a global invariant stating that eah instane of the Mainlass \uniquely ontains" its own objet instane ontrol of type Control , whih annot be shared with otherinstanes of Main.) The AssignFlight operation involves a synhronisation of a request for a ight fromthe support subsystem, with the atual assignment of a ight by the ontrol subsystem. The operationsFlightObs , Landing , and TakeO� are promotions of the identially named operations of the surveillanesubsystem. ResolveConit promotes the operation of the same name of the Control subsystem.Mainontrol : Control support : Support lok : Clokontrol :ightDbase = support :ightDbaselok = ontrol :lok = support :lokINIT b= lok :INIT ^ ontrol :INIT ^ support :INITTik b= lok :TikAssignFlight b= Tik ^ (support :RequestFlightkontrol :AssignFlight)TakeO� b= Tik ^ support :TakeO�Landing b= Tik ^ support :LandingFlightObs b= Tik ^ support :FlightObsResolveConit b= Tik ^ ontrol :ResolveConitThe Clok lass is de�ned as follows, with an attribute time, and an operation Tik whih inrements thevalue of time.Cloktime : TimeINIT b= time = 0Tik b= [�(time) j time 0 = time + 1 ℄The lok objet of a given instane of theMain lass is shared by all the other diret and indiret omponentobjets of that instane of Main. For the sake of larity, the tiking of the lok is shown expliitly in alloperations, at all levels | even though this is not stritly neessary, given that the lok is shared.Control subsystem. An objet of the lass Control has a subsystem ightManager, whih exeutes ontrolfuntions, and a subsystem ightDbase, ontaining information about urrent ights. These two subsystemshave a lok objet in ommon. The AssignFlight operation, involving the assignment of a new ight, isrepresented as the synhronisation of a ight seletion operation by the ight manager subsystem, and anoperation on the ight database subsystem whih reords that seletion. The ResolveConit operationalso involves a synhronisation of operations of the same name involving the ight database and the ightmanager.
13



ControlightManager : FlightManager ightDbase : FlightDbase lok : Cloklok = ightManager :lok = ightDatabase:lokINIT b= lok :INIT ^ ightManager :INIT ^ ightDbase:INITAssignFlight b= Tik^(ightManager :SeletFlightkightDbase:AssignFlight)ResolveConit b= Tik^(ightDbase:ResolveConitSetkightManager :ResolveConit)Tik b= lok :TikAn objet of the lass FlightManager has as its attributes a �nite set of one or more \ontrollers", anda lok (whih is ommon to all the ontrollers). The SeletFlight and ResolveConit operations representthe seletion of a ight and the resolution of a onit set, respetively, by a partiular ontroller. These arepromotions of identially named operations of the lass Controller .FlightManagerontrollers : F1 Controllerlok : Clok8  : ontrollers � :lok = lokINIT b= lok :INIT ^ (V  : ontrollers � :INIT)SeletFlight b= Tik ^ [1 : ontrollers ℄ �1:SeletFlight ^ (V 2 : ontrollers n f1g � 2:Tik)ResolveConit b= Tik ^ [1 : ontrollers ℄ �1:ResolveConit ^ (V 2 : ontrollers n f1g � 2:Tik)Tik b= lok :TikThe Controller lass has a single attribute | a lok. The SeletFlight operation represents the seletionof a ight by a ontroller. Its input is an airraft type, and its outputs are a ight and a take-o� time.This operation is de�ned only in terms of inputs and outputs here | it would be re�ned further to imposeonstraints on the inputs and outputs. The same omment applies to the ResolveConit operation, whihrepresents the resolution of a partiular set of oniting ights by an individual ontroller.Controllerlok : ClokINIT b= lok :INITSeletFlight b= Tik^[ atype? : AirraftType; f ! : Flight ; t ! : Time ℄ResolveConit b=[ights? : F1 Flight ; oldIndex?;newIndex ! : N1 7� Flight ℄Tik b= lok :TikThe FlightDbase lass has a state shema very similar to the global state shema Sys in the Z spei�ationfor the Information Viewpoint. As in the ECHO study, it assumes datatypes (suh as Flight) and globalde�nitions of sets, funtions, et., that are already de�ned in the previously given Information Viewpointspei�ation. (N.B. An Objet-Z spei�ation an inlude onventional Z shema type delarations andglobal de�nitions, so this is unproblematial.) The operations AssignFlight , TakeO� , Landing , FlightObs ,14



and ResolveConit are given in outline form here, simply with inputs and/or outputs of spei� types.They would need to be re�ned later, in order to inorporate the onstraints embodied in the operations ofthe same names in the top-level state of the Information Viewpoint spei�ation.FlightDbaseenvObjs : F EnvObjightIndex : iseqFlighturrentFlights : F Flightlok : Clok�allFlightsInConit ; reqConits ; devConits : F FlightaaConits : F(Flight � Flight)resConits : F(Flight � EnvObj )allFlightsInConit � urrentFlights � ranightIndexaaConits = AAConit \ (urrentFlights � urrentFlights)devConits = DevConit \ urrentFlightsreqConits = ReqConit \ urrentFlightsresConits = ResConit \ (urrentFlights � envObjs)allFlightsInConit = devConits [ reqConits[(dom aaConits) [ (dom resConits)INIT b= lok :INIT ^ ightIndex = h iAssignFlight b= Tik ^ [�(ightIndex ; urrentFlights)atype? : AirraftType; f ? : Flight ; t ! : Time ℄TakeO� b= Tik ^ [�(ightIndex ; urrentFlights)fNo? : N1 ℄Landing b= Tik ^ [�(urrentFlights)fNo? : N1 ℄FlightObs b= Tik^[�(ightIndex ; urrentFlights)fNo? : N1 ; pt? : Pt4D ℄ResolveConit b= Tik ^ [�(ightIndex ; urrentFlights)newIndex? : N1 7� Flight ℄Tik b= lok :TikSupport subsystem. An objet of the lass Support onsists of a surveillane subsystem, a ight databasesubsystem, and a lok, whih is ommon to both of those subsystems. The operation FlightObs representsthe reeipt of a mid-ight observation, and the operations Landing and TakeO� represent the registering of alanding and a take-o�, respetively. These three operations are analysed as syhronisations of a surveillaneoperation with a orresponding update operation a�eting the ight database. The operation RequestFlightrepresents the reeipt by the surveillane system of a request for a ight to be assigned.Supportsurv : Surv ightDbase : FlightDbase lok : Cloklok = surv :lok = ightDbase:lokINIT b= lok :INIT ^ surv :INIT ^ ightDbase:INITFlightObs b= Tik ^ (surv :FlightObskightDbase:FlightObs)Landing b= Tik ^ (surv :LandingkightDbase:Landing)TakeO� b= Tik ^ (surv :TakeO� kightDbase:TakeO� )RequestFlight b= Tik ^ surv :RequestFlightTik b= lok :Tik 15



An objet of the Surv (surveillane system) lass onsists of a set of one or more radar stations, and alok, whih is also a omponent of all the radars. The FlightObs models the reeipt of an observation fromone of the radars. The Landing and TakeO� operations are assumed to be observed diretly, and so do notinvolve a radar station. The operation RequestFlight represents very abstratly the reeipt of a request fora ight to be assigned for an airraft of a spei� type atype!.Survradars : F1Radarlok : Clok8 r : radars � r :lok = lokINIT b= lok :INIT ^ (V r : radars � r :INIT)FlightObs b= Tik ^ [r1 : radars ℄ �r1:FlightObs ^ (V r2 : radars n fr1g � r2:Tik)Landing b= Tik ^ [ fNo! : N1 ℄TakeO� b= Tik ^ [ fNo! : N1 ℄RequestFlight b= Tik ^ [ atype! : AirraftType ℄Tik b= Tik ^ (V r : radars � r :Tik)Objets of the Radar lass are modelled very abstratly, with only a single attribute | a lok. Theoperation FlightObs represents the reeipt of a 4D point observation for a partiular ight number (with thetime oordinate being the urrent lok time), plus the tiking of the lok; and Tik represents the tikingof the lok only.Radarlok : ClokINIT b= lok :INITFlightObs b= Tik ^ [ fNo! : N1 ; pt ! : Pt4D j time(Pt4D ) = lok :time ℄Tik b= lok :Tik4 Viewpoint CorrespondenesPrevious related work [2, 3℄ involving the authors and other olleagues has developed a general approah toviewpoint spei�ation that is independent of partiular formal spei�ation languages, and that is appliableto, but not restrited to, ODP viewpoints. The entral idea of this approah is that multiple viewpoints | insome ases expressed in several di�erent languages | an be shown to be mutually onsistent by developinga spei�ation that is a ommon re�nement of all the viewpoints, a proess desribed as \uni�ation". Inpratie this an be done step by step rather than in one go, unifying spei�ations a pair at a time, untilultimately a binary tree of spei�ations has been onstruted, in whih the leaves are the initial viewpointspei�ations, and the root is their ommon re�nement.To apply this general approah to a partiular formalism requires a well-de�ned notion of re�nement forthat formalism. When several formalisms are used, methods for translating from one formalism to anotherare also needed (the translations already onsidered inlude, for example, that from LOTOS to Objet-Z[7℄).In this setion, our aim is to onsider what the relationships between ODP viewpoint spei�ations mighttypially look like, using the ECHO study and our simpli�ed air traÆ ontrol model as an example. Giventhe informal nature of the ODP Referene Model, this is of ourse not a de�nitive interpretation, but onepossible interpretation.In the ECHO study, the roles of the Enterprise, Information, and Computational Viewpoints, and themain orrespondenes between them, an be summarised briey as follows:16



� Enterprise Viewpoint. This is used to outline the struture of the overall system, in the sense of equating\subommunities" with subsystems, some of whih are then spei�ed in detail from the Informationand Computational Viewpoints. Also, Enterprise \ator" type names are subsequently used as a propersubset of the lass names in the Computational Viewpoint.� Information Viewpoint. This is treated as a viewpoint for de�ning types of data used by the system,at a fairly high level of abstration | no operations are de�ned for this viewpoint. The InformationViewpoint types are used as lass attribute types in the Computational Viewpoint. Their presentationis subdivided into groups of related datatypes for individual Enterprise subsystems, or pairs of suhsubsystems, in one ase where there is a large overlap in the datatypes used.� Computational Viewpoint. This onsists of lasses de�ned by means of UML lass diagrams, andinformal text. Attributes and methods are listed | in some ases with inputs, outputs, and informationabout the purpose of lasses and the names of other methods (of the same or di�erent lasses) thatthey use.� In addition, the Tehnology Viewpoint is said to onstrain the Enterprise Viewpoint (although nospei�ation from the Tehnology viewpoint is provided).In our simpli�ed partially formalised model, we have suggested that the Information Viewpoint shouldbe interpreted in suh a way that it provides a fairly high-level, abstrat formal spei�ation of the state andoperations of the overall system, as well as providing datatype de�nitions. The more onrete ComputationalViewpoint spei�ation an then be thought of as a partiular, more implementation-oriented spei�ationthat gives more onrete information about system struture, in terms of distributed objets.There should be a one-to-one orrespondene between the top-level operations of the Information View-point and the top-level operations of the Main lass in the Computational Viewpoint. The latter operationswill often be de�ned, however, in terms of lower-level Computational Viewpoint operations, in some asesinvolving synhronisations or sequential ompositions of suh lower-level operations. If the InformationViewpoint were used to speify individual subsystems as well as the overall system, then a similar one-to-oneorrespondene between Information and Computational Viewpoint operations should be obliged to hold atthe top levels of eah suh subsystem.A possible role for the Enterprise Viewpoint is to provide a starting point for the Computational View-point by identifying funtional subsystems and their objetives (as in the ECHO study and in our simpli�edmodel), without speifying the onrete objets used to implement them, or the extent to whih the subsys-tems overlap in terms of objets. This ould be done not only at the top level, but as a way of initiating thestruturing of subsystems developed in the Computational Viewpoint. In addition, the Enterprise Viewpointmay identify some of the lasses of objet to be used in the Computational Viewpoint. As in the simpli�edair traÆ ontrol model desribed in this paper, the Enterprise Viewpoint need not be expressed formally,even if the Information and Enterprise Viewpoints are.One general point that is apparent from the ECHO ase study is that there is a need to interpret theODP Referene Model in a way whih allows hierarhial struture to be spei�ed and subsystems to beidenti�ed. As regards the Enterprise Viewpoint, viewing the overall system as a single, one-level ommunityof ators, serving a single objetive, seems inadequate for some omplex systems. Allowing some ators tobe thought of as \ommunities" in their own right, whih an then be analysed in more detail by a reursiveappliation of the ODP viewpoints, is one possible way of interpreting the Referene Model that allows suhhierarhial struturing. At lower levels, it might not be onsidered neessary to speify every subsystemfrom two or three viewpoints, e.g. a Computational Viewpoint spei�ation alone might suÆe.The layout and organization of an ODP spei�ation need not always onsist simply of a sequene ofseparate viewpoint spei�ations. In some ases, it might be more onvenient to intermingle the viewpoints tosome extent, with the overall spei�ation reeting the hierarhial struture, and with di�erent viewpointspei�ations of the same subsystem being adjaent to one another. For large-sale spei�ations, softwaretools whih an reord and graphially display networks of spei�ations from di�erent viewpoints, and theirommon re�nements, would be a very useful aid. Suh a framework of spei�ations ould ultimately beused to struture an implementation into exeutable ode.17
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